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The role of transport in the economy is twofold. As a sector of economic activity it contributes to a share of national income. On the other hand, improvements in transport infrastructure create room for accelerated economic growth. As a means to support railways as a safe and environmentally friendly transportation mode, the EU legislation has required the opening of domestic railway freight for competition from beginning of year 2007. The importance of railways as a mode of transport has been great in Finland, as a larger share of freight has been carried on rails than in Europe on average.

In this thesis it is claimed that the efficiency of goods transport can be enhanced by service specific investments. Furthermore, it is stressed that simulation can and should be used to evaluate the cost-efficiency of transport systems on operational level, as well as to assess transportation infrastructure investments.

In all the studied cases notable efficiency improvements were found. For example in distribution, home delivery of groceries can be almost twice as cost efficient as the current practice of visiting the store. The majority of the cases concentrated on railway freight. In timber transportation, the item with the largest annual transport volume in domestic railway freight in Finland, the transportation cost could be reduced most substantially. Also in international timber procurement, the utilization of railway wagons could be improved by combining complementary flows. The efficiency improvements also have positive environmental effects; a large part of road transit could be moved to rails annually. If impacts of freight transport are included in cost-benefit analysis of railway investments, up to 50 % increase in the net benefits of the evaluated alternatives can be experienced, avoiding a possible inbuilt bias in the assessment framework, and thus increasing the efficiency of national investments in transportation infrastructure.

Transportation systems are a typical example of complex real world systems that cannot be analysed realistically by analytical methods, whereas simulation allows inclusion of dynamics and the level of detail required. Regarding simulation as a viable tool for assessing the efficiency of transportation systems finds support also in the international survey conducted for railway freight operators; operators use operations research methods widely for planning purposes, while simulation is applied only by the larger operators.
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The thesis consists of an introductory part and the following articles:
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Article I deals with project management by introducing discrete event simulation as a tool to support major decisions associated with early management of project product content. The present author had sole responsibility for designing and conducting the research in two of the four cases included in the article. Additional contribution of the author concentrated mainly on the literature review of discrete event simulation, while the main contributors of the article are Dr Arto and Dr Lehtonen.
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In Article V, the present author was the main contributor. The article is related with an earlier cost-benefit analysis project, where a modified version of the simulation framework developed by the author in Article III was used. The present author had responsibility for
specifying the modifications in the framework with subject matter experts from the Finnish Rail Administration, as well as conducting the analyses. In writing the article, the present author was mainly responsible for the simulation study and conclusions, and partly for the research background. Both authors contributed equally to the writing process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation for the research

The role of transport in the economy is twofold. As a sector of economic activity, it contributes to a share of national income. Furthermore, it provides means to realizing that output; improvements in transport infrastructure create room for accelerated economic growth (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004).

Within the EU, transport accounts for 6.9 percent of national output. Although differences exist nationally, the general trend has been a declining share of railway freight (Eurostat, 2008). According to Hilmola and Szekely (2006), one reason for the decline has been the lacking support for international trade. As EU regards railways as a safe and environmentally friendly mode of transport, one target of EU transport policy is to shift more long-distance road journeys and short-distance air journeys onto railways. Furthermore, railways could ease the congestion on roads and air transportation (European Union, 2006). To support this policy, EU legislation has required allowing competition on railway freight from the beginning of 2007. According to Hilmola (2007), railways are globally subject to tremendous change due to privatization and deregulation. According to Cantos and Campos (2005), the monopolistic rail company is progressively disappearing as the dominant model around the world.

Although domestic railway freight has been under free competition also in Finland from the beginning of the year 2007 (Mäkitalo, 2007), the governmentally owned VR has remained the only operator (situation in December 2008). According to Mäkitalo (2007), the greatest barriers to entry have been railway stock acquisition and the difficulty of accessing the services. The relative share of rail freight in Finland has been higher than in Europe on average; in 2007, 25.9 percent of the ton kilometers were transported by rail, while the European (EU25) average was 17.4 percent (Eurostat, 2008).
The efficiency of the transportation systems does not depend only of the services provided, but also of the infrastructure enabling the services. According to Hilmola, Ujvari and Szekely (2007), in the USA the rail tracks are owned by the leading railway freight operators (see also: Vassallo, 2005), while in Japan the ownership is in the hands of passenger transportation companies (Obermauer, 2001). In Europe, the railway infrastructure is still typically owned by the national authorities (Hilmola et al., 2007). According to Grant-Muller, MacKie, Nellthorp and Pearman (2001), the most widely used framework for railway investment evaluations is cost-benefit analysis. There are national differences in terms of what effects are included in the cost-benefit analysis framework, how they are measured and valued. Weisbrod (2008) distinguishes between travel efficiency benefits, full user benefits, social benefits and economic development benefits of transportation projects. A private company evaluates projects based on full user benefits, while national authorities focus on wider social benefits when evaluating transportation projects. If the framework used includes a systematic bias, there is a danger that the decision making will lead to socio-economically inefficient investments.

1.2 Research objective and research questions

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the efficiency of freight transportation concerning both rail and road. The overall research problem can be stated as: How does service specificity of investments affect the efficiency of freight transport systems? The study consists of six publications, where simulation is applied in examining different aspects of goods transport. The overall research problem is addressed through the following six specific research questions:

1. Can discrete-event simulation be used in early project definition in transportation system analysis?
2. What is the cost level of different grocery home delivery concepts?
3. Could the ‘unit train’ concept be economically feasible in timber transportation?
4. What is the role of freight transport in railway investment analysis?
5. Can the efficiency of railway freight on the Finnish-Russian border be enhanced by multi-use of wagons?
6. To what extent can the eastbound container transit traffic on roads be reduced by shifting transport to rails by combining multi-use of wagons on rails?

In addition to the specific research questions addressed in the articles, an international survey for railway operators was conducted in order to explore the current status of using simulation as a decision-making tool in the railway context. The results have been used for triangulation purposes to verify the relevance of using simulation in transportation system analysis and the specific research questions of the articles.

The interest in surveying the current status of the planning operations of railway operators is threefold. In comparison to road transport railways produce less greenhouse gas emissions and thus offer a more environmentally friendly transportation alternative. Secondly, competition in rail freight has been opened in Europe and Finland recently. Due to this liberalization, railway freight in Europe will probably undergo a similar evolution as experienced earlier in road and air transportation. In air transport, the evolution has resulted in a wider service portfolio, initiated new kinds of operators specializing in different kinds of services (e.g. low cost operators), and caused changes in the networks used for carrying out the services (from point-to-point connections to hub-and-spoke networks) (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004). In the United States, where railway competition and liberalization started already in the early 1980’s, this evolution has led to improvements in the efficiency of railway carriers (Hilmola et al., 2007). Thirdly, the majority of the articles included in the thesis are connected to railway transportation. Focusing the research effort mainly on railways was induced by two factors mentioned above: the recent liberalization of the sector in European context, which enables the further evolution of the railway sector, and the eco-friendliness of the transportation mode in relative terms.

Because of its complexity, simulation is sometimes referred to as the last resort when selecting problem solving tools (Law 2006; Stevenson 2007). Therefore, the use of the method needs to be justified. According to Banks et al. (2005), the applications of simulation in transportation systems are vast (recent examples can be found e.g. in: Tervonen et al., 2008; Rijsenbrij & Ottjes, 2007; Coleno, 2008; de Jong & Ben-Akiva, 2007; Godwin et al. 2008; Kidokoro, 2006). Transportation systems are a typical example of complex real-world
systems, which cannot be described accurately by analytic methods. Ujvari and Hilmola (2006) show explicitly in Automated Guided Vehicle context that minor system details, which can be incorporated into a simulation model, but typically cannot be dealt with by other tools, can have a major impact on system performance. According to Ujvari and Hilmola (2006), such features include e.g. the control and loading logic applied as well as physical properties of the transportation system. The six publications included in this thesis demonstrate the wide applicability of simulation in examining a variety of aspects of transport systems, from a feasibility study of a single service provider to evaluation of national transportation infrastructure investments.
2 THE ROLE OF TRANSPORT IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

2.1 Transport in the economy

The role of transport in the economy is twofold. As a sector of economic activity, it contributes to a share of national income. Furthermore, it provides means to realising that output. As derived demand, the growth of transport follows the trend of general economic activity. On the other hand, improvements in transport infrastructure create room for accelerated economic growth. (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004)

According to Rodrigue (2006), improvements in transport and distribution have contributed to significant changes in the geographies of production. Furthermore, Gulyani (2001) argues that a poor transportation system might lead to geographical clustering of manufacturing industries. The state of the transport system has also affected population growth in different geographical areas; highways have typically been advantageous for population growth. Railroad has even been identified as the most significant contributor to the settlement of the western parts of the United States (White, 2008).

Within the EU, transport accounts for 6.9 percent of national output (Eurostat, 2008). The share was diminished at one point, but recently the growth in transport has exceeded the growth of national output (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004). Although differences at national level exist, the general trend has been a diminishing modal share of rail as can be seen in Figure 1, which presents the evolution of freight transport within the EU-25 between the years 1995 and 2005 (European Union, 2006).
The net effect of transport on the national budget is hard to determine. On one hand governments subsidise different transport modes, on the other hand they receive income from transport. (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004)

2.2 The role of transport in supply chain management

According to Naim et al. (2006), transport is a key function in the supply chain, as it acts as a physical link between customers and suppliers, enabling the flow of materials and resources. According to Bowersox et al. (2007), transport systems should be designed based on minimizing the total cost. Gulyani (2001) suggests that a poor transportation system affects total logistics cost in a supply chain, not only directly through higher transportation cost, but more importantly via high inventory levels, which are needed to overcome the unreliability and inefficiency in supply.

According to Vieillescazes (2007), the degree of flexibility of carriers is partly dependent on the degree of uncertainty of the transport infrastructure. The bullwhip effect, also known as the Forrester effect, describes a phenomenon where orders to the supplier tend to have larger variance than sales to the buyer (Bayraktar et al., 2008), i.e. the variance of demand is
amplified when one moves up a supply chain (Chen et al., 2000). According to Towill (2005), bullwhip affects the need of transportation capacity even more than the actual demand amplification is. Potter and Lalwani (2008) have also found that demand amplification leads to reduction in transport performance. However, they also claim that transportation management might have an impact on demand amplification. According to Baker (2007), inventory is a common risk mitigation strategy against the possibility of random demand variability and transportation delays. When the transportation distances are longer, the typical transportation batch is increased. The state of the transportation system can also limit the choice of alternative production strategies, as some production strategies rely on reliable transport (Wu, 2003).

Transportation systems have traditionally offered a fruitful application area for operations research. Mason et al. (2007) identify transport management techniques that can be used to reduce transport cost, including consolidation, rational routing and combining complementary flows. Reported synergies reduce transportation cost from 23 to 30 percent (Cruissen et al., 2007).

2.3 The role of transport and railways in Europe

The demand for more reliable transport was initiated by the industrial revolution in the latter part of the 18th century. In the beginning, this growing demand was satisfied by building canals. However, the industrial revolution provided also means to improve transportation: rail transport began in Europe in the 1820’s. The importance of railways as a land transport mode was reduced only after trucks with internal combustion engine gained dominance in the 1930’s. (Quinet and Vickermann, 2004)

The share of railway transport has been in decline; since 1970, its market share has fallen from 10 to 6 % for passenger traffic and from 21 to 8 % for total freight (European Union, 2006). Figure 2 presents the evolution of the modal split of inland freight within the EU25 during the period 1996-2007 (Eurostat, 2008). During the last decade, the railways have lost one fourth of their share, while road transport has gained more ground.
Railways have unique advantages as a safe and environmentally friendly mode of transport. One target of the EU transport policy is to shift more long-distance road journeys and short-distance air journeys onto railways. If rail transport can be revitalised, it will offer a real alternative to the congested road and air transport. (European Union, 2006)

2.4 Rail infrastructure ownership and investment evaluation

According to Gorman (2007), the nature of infrastructure ownership is significant when evaluating new investment plans. Weisbrod (2008) distinguishes between travel efficiency benefits, full user benefits, social benefits, and economic development benefits of transportation projects. A private company evaluates projects based on full user benefits, while national authorities focus on wider social benefits when evaluating transportation projects.
In the US rail tracks are owned by the leading railway freight operators (Hilmola et al., 2007; Vassallo, 2005), while in Japan and China the ownership is in the hands of passenger transportation companies (Obermauer, 2001). In Europe, railway infrastructure is still typically owned the national authorities (Hilmola et al., 2007), and the most widely used framework for railway investment evaluation is cost-benefit analysis (CBA), which is also applied in New Zealand. There are national differences in terms of what effects are included in the cost-benefit analysis framework, and how they are measured and valued (Grant-Muller et al., 2001).

2.5 Rail transport market in Finland

Figure 3 presents the evolution of the modal split of inland freight in Finland during the period 1990-2007 (Eurostat, 2008). The relative share of rail freight in Finland has been higher than in Europe on average; in 2007 25.9 percent of the tonne kilometers were transported by rail, while the European average was 17.4 percent (EU25). Finland is one of the most important pulp producing countries in Europe (CEPI, 2006). Being bulk, forest industry raw materials and end products are ideal items to be transported on rails. In total, the forest industry counts for approx. 60 % of railway freight consumption in Finland (e.g. Iikkanen & Varjola, 2002). Although timber takes 2/3 of this share, it should be noted that railways are currently competitive only on longer transportation distances; while the average transportation distance of round wood on roads is 106 kilometers, it is 264 kilometers on railways. As a consequence, only 21 percent of the domestic round wood volumes transported to the mills involve transportation by rail (Kariniemi, 2008).
Figure 3: Modal split of inland freight tonne-km in Finland (Eurostat, 2008)

Figure 4 presents the rail network and gauge used around the Baltic Sea (Finnish Rail Administration, 2006). As can be noted, Finland shares the same gauge with the former Soviet Union countries. This enables using same railway cars in eastern traffic. However, because of different electrical systems, locomotives need to be changed while crossing the border.
Figure 4: Baltic Sea region rail network (Finnish Rail Administration, 2006)

Although domestic railway freight has been under free competition in Finland from the beginning of the year 2007 (Mäkitalo, 2007), the governmentally owned VR has remained the only operator (situation in December 2008). According to Mäkitalo (2007), the greatest barriers to entry have been railway stock acquisition and the difficulty of accessing the services. Because of the differences in gauge and electrical specification in the national rail networks, a market for used equipment that would comply with the Finnish system does not exist. Furthermore, there is a national contract that gives monopoly to VR and Russian Railways (RZD) in the traffic across the Russian border (see e.g. Kirjavainen et al., 2002).

2.6 Freight traffic on the Finnish-Russian border

Finland and Sweden are the two most important pulp producing countries in Europe (CEPI, 2001; CEPI, 2003; CEPI, 2006), accounting for nearly 60% of the total production. In 2005, Finnish wood gathering recorded 52.1 million m$^3$. In the same year, the total amount of wood
imported to Finland was 21.5 million m³, with an increase of 23 percent compared to the previous year. The amount of wood imported from Russia has risen steadily, and it is a source for 79 percent of wood imported to Finland (Finnish Forest Research Institute, 2006). Rails favour wood transports, and 59 percent of Russian wood is transported by rail.

Table 1 (Finnish National Board of Customs, 2007a; 2007b) shows that a disparity between the modes of transportation between Russia and Finland exists. Especially rail transport has idle capacity in the eastbound direction. The transit flow is due to the insufficient capacity of the Russian ports to handle the ever-increasing demand for imports. Finnish ports are used for unloading the cargo and the goods are transported to Russia by road. Table 2 shows the eastbound transit container volumes handled by the Finnish ports (Finnish Port Association, 2008).

Table 1: Finnish-Russian trade and transit flows (1000 ton)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Import</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15866</td>
<td>10054</td>
<td>3941</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3365</td>
<td>33226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1363</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>2336</td>
<td>2336</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14372</td>
<td>10685</td>
<td>4274</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3068</td>
<td>32399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14223</td>
<td>10725</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3313</td>
<td>32358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>1649</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Eastbound transit containers handled by the Finnish ports (TEU)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEU</td>
<td>223 652</td>
<td>264 846</td>
<td>276 364</td>
<td>275 956</td>
<td>345 809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Ruutikainen and Hunt (2007), the share of Finland in Russian transit transport is likely to decrease, but the absolute volume is expected to grow.
3 SIMULATION AS PROBLEM SOLVING TOOL

A system is a collection of entities that act and interact together toward the accomplishment of some logical end. How the boundaries of a system are defined, depends on the objectives of the particular study (Banks et al., 2005). According to Law (2006), the ways to study a system can be classified as presented in Figure 5.

![Diagram of ways to study a system](image)

**Figure 5: Ways to study a system (Law, 2006, 4)**

If it is feasible and cost effective to experiment with the actual system, this is the desirable way to go. This is recommended for reasons of relevance. Sometimes the system under study cannot be disturbed or does not even exist.

An example of physical (also iconic) models are the clay cars used in wind tunnels. Mathematical models represent a system in logical or quantitative relationships, which can be altered to see how the system reacts under different conditions. Guedes (1995) mentions also analog models that use other physical properties to model a system.
If the mathematical model is simple enough to be solved exactly, this solution is called an analytic solution. If an analytical solution to the mathematical model is available and it is computationally efficient, it is usually preferred over simulation because it is optimal.

Law (2006) refers to simulation as the last resort. The same idea can be found behind the problem solving tool selection process presented by Stevenson (2007), which is presented in Figure 6.

```
3.1 Mathematical techniques

The main Operations Research techniques are optimization, heuristics, and simulation. There are also simple symbolic replications (Bowersox et al., 1986), which can be presented on
```
spreadsheets in computerized form. Guedes (1995) defines hybrid models, which combine simulation and optimizing algorithms in one model.

3.1.1 Optimization

Following the notation presented in Figure 5, optimization techniques are mathematical techniques that arrive at an analytical solution. (Law, 2006)

One class of optimization techniques are Linear Programming (LP) models. In LP, a linear objective function subject to linear constraints is to be optimized. LP models can handle only linear costs and linear decision variables. In Integer Programming all decision variables are of the discrete integer type. If some of the decision variables are continuous, the technique to be used is called Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) (Guedes, 1995). According to Bowersox et al. (2007), MIP-models are the most commonly used optimization models in the field of logistics. Such models typically deal with aggregate material flows (continuous) and potential intermediate warehouse locations (integer).

3.1.2 Heuristics

A heuristic solution comprises a rule, which restricts the number of alternative solutions to a problem. The heuristic approach to problem solving attempts to maintain the level of detail of simulations, while offering the best solution search capability of optimization approaches (Ballou, 1989). Heuristic models can be used to solve more complex and less well-structured problems than optimization (Guedes, 1995).

The heuristic approach can be used when the problem solving method has to provide search capability, ruling out simulation, and when no optimization method exists or the problem cannot be solved within given time limits. According to Bowersox et al. (2007), routing problems have historically been computationally too complex to be solved analytically.
3.1.3 Spreadsheet models

Spreadsheet refers to the way the techniques are presented in computerized form. According to Bowersox et al. (1986), these techniques include comparative analysis, break-even analysis and flow charting.

In comparative analysis, the alternative courses of action are evaluated by their comparative cost, which are computed by identifying different cost types and summing them up. Comparative analysis is limited to alternatives explicitly chosen to be evaluated. It is static by nature and has limited capability to deal with different volume levels efficiently. The main difference between break-even analysis and comparative analysis is that in the former, some of the cost types are functions of the decision variable(s). The cost functions of different alternatives are constructed and solved for possible break-point volumes. As a result of the analysis, the least cost alternative for each range of decision variables is known. (Bowersox et al., 1986)

3.1.4 The characteristics of different techniques

Guedes (1995) has compared the use of optimization, heuristics and simulation in problem solving. A summary is presented in Table 3. The evaluation of the spreadsheet models presented in the table has been originally given by Seppälä (1995).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spreadsheet Models</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Heuristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy to use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible modelling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer time needed</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic modelling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed improvement</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As optimization and heuristics offer a solution search algorithm, an improvement in the solution is guaranteed. Although the computer time needed for a simulation study might be
high, in very complex problems it is lower than finding an optimal solution. As the computer
time needed for optimization increases with model detail, realistic modelling is not supported
when using this technique. On the other hand, the computer time needed in heuristics is not
so sensitive to model detail, so more realistic models can be built.

Furthermore, the suggested relative ease of use of simulation, in comparison to heuristics and
optimization, provided by commercial simulation software packages, is partly dependent on
application area. Currently, for routing and supply chain planning problems, there are
software packages available, with a graphical use-interface and built-in optimization and
heuristic algorithms. Although simulation software might be easy to use, the technique itself
requires special training. (Banks et al., 2005; Chung, 2004; Ljung & Glad, 1994)

3.2 Discrete-event simulation

Simulation is imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time. (Banks
et al., 2005)

Naylor et al. (1966) define simulation as the process of designing a mathematical or logical
model of a real system, and then conducting computer-based experiments with the model to
describe, explain, and predict the behavior of the real system.

3.2.1 Different kinds of simulation models

In discrete-event simulation, the state variables can change only at a countable number of
points in time. Continuous simulation concerns the modeling of a system by a presentation in
which the state variables change continuously over time (Law, 2006). If a high degree of
precision is not required, continuous flows can be converted into discrete units of measure.
Vice versa, discrete state changes that occur at small intervals can be modeled using
continuous change logic (Harrel & Tumay, 1997). Some systems include both discretely and
continuously changing variables, resulting in combined, discrete-continuous simulation
(Law, 2006). For example, a continuous state variable may achieve a threshold value and
cause a discrete event to occur.
Hoover & Perry (1989) classify models as:

- prescriptive or descriptive
- discrete or continuous
- probabilistic or determined
- static or dynamic
- open loop or closed loop.

Prescriptive models are used to formulate and optimize a given problem. Descriptive models describe the behavior of the system under study.

Probabilistic models include at least one variable that is random. The output of a probabilistic model is also stochastic, and has to be treated as an estimate of the characteristics of the model. If the values of all the variables in the model are known exactly, the output of the model is determined and the model is deterministic.

In static simulation, the model presents the system at one point of time. In dynamic simulation the model evolves over time. Monte Carlo simulation is an example of static simulation. (Law, 2006)

Closed loop models use their output as feedback and modify their behavior according to it. An example of a closed loop model is a heating system with a thermostat. The majority of models are of the open loop type, i.e. systems without a feedback loop. (Hoover & Perry, 1989)

An additional classification criteria, suggested by Chung (2004), is whether the model is terminating or nonterminating. Terminating systems do not keep entities in the system from one time period to the next. For example, stores and banks are closed during the night and always open empty in the morning. An example of a nonterminating system would be a 24/7 taxi service.
3.2.2 **Overview of simulation projects**

Simulation analysis is a descriptive modeling technique. It does not provide explicit problem formulation and solution steps, like linear programming. Descriptions of the structure of simulation analysis can be found for example in Banks et al. (2005) and Law (2006). Persson (2003) provides a comparison of different simulation project methodologies found in the literature, concluding that they are all similar in structure. The particular procedure described here can be found in Hoover & Perry (1989). The procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: Elements of a simulation analysis (Hoover & Perry, 1989)](image)

As the pointed arrows show, the analysis is an iterative process. The results and knowledge gained during the latter phases can, for example, influence the problem formulation.

### 3.2.2.1 Problem formulation

Problem formulation can be seen as the most important step in simulation analysis. Before a problem can be formulated, it must be identified. This requires some prior knowledge of the system in question. According to Hoover & Perry (1989), problem formulation can be divided into the following tasks:

- identifying the decision and uncontrollable variables
- specifying constraints on the decision variables
- defining measures of system performance and objective function
• developing a preliminary model structure to interrelate the system variables and measures of performance

The classification of the variables and constraints depends on the decision maker involved. The system performance measures are selected from the endogenous variables, i.e. variables defined by the system. If there are several separate evaluation criteria for system performance, a compound objective function can be constructed, if the criteria can be measured using a common dimension, like cost. Another way to seek a feasible solution is to constrain some of the criteria to an acceptable minimum level. (Hoover & Perry, 1989)

Project goals should be set in an initial meeting with managers (decision makers), subject matter experts and analysts present. The project goals should be stated as overall objectives of the study and specific questions to be answered.

The boundaries of the system to be modeled should be decided. The performance measures to be used in the evaluation of alternative configurations define the lower limit for the model detail.

Because simulation as a method does not include any solution searching algorithm the, configurations to be studied should be limited. (Law, 1998)

3.2.2.2 Data collection and analysis

According to Law (1998), data is collected to serve two purposes:

• to specify model parameters and input probability distributions, and
• to be able to validate the built model later by comparing its performance to the existing real system.
The information collection on system layout and operating procedures should not be based solely on one source. Some data sources may be inaccurate, and the operating procedures may differ. (Law, 1998)

In some literature, the collection and analysis of data is seen merely as a step to define attributes of the system. Lehtonen & Seppälä (1997) stress the backward link to problem formulation. They use the Controllability Engineering methodology developed by Eloranta & Räsänen (1986) to focus the research. The focus and the problem formulation depend on the data collected and analyzed. The data collection itself is focused during the process on subsystems having most potential for improvement.

3.2.2.3 Model development

Persson (2003) suggests that the conceptual model can be described for example in written format, flow charts or input/output models. According to Law (1998), the assumptions of the conceptual model should be examined in a structured walk-through prior to any programming. In the end, the model assumptions stated in the assumptions document are modified so that they are agreed upon by the key project personnel. This promotes credibility and ensures that the assumptions are correct.

In order to be able to build an appropriate model one has to understand the system. A logic flow chart of the system can be constructed and then coded on the simulation software. Furthermore, the choice of the modeling approach may be dictated by the simulation software selected. (Chung, 2004; Hoover & Perry, 1989)

3.2.2.4 Model verification and validation

According to Law (1998), conceptually, a valid model can be used to forecast the performance of the real system performance. The ease of validation depends on the existence of the real system. There is no absolute model validity, i.e. model validity can only be defined within the context of the problem formulation. The measures of validity include at least those used by the decision maker for the evaluation of different system designs. Furthermore, the most valid model that can be built will not be the most cost-effective in general, as can be seen in Figure 8.
Model verification means the checking of the internal appropriateness of the simulation model vis-à-vis the conceptual model, i.e. debugging the model (Ross, 2006). Correspondence to the measures of the real system is not required (Hoover & Perry, 1989).

The preliminary results obtained from the pilot runs should be reviewed by subject matter experts. The results are also compared to the real system if it exists. The comparison is done in an informal manner, because the system output data is not independent of the model.

Sensitivity analyses are used to determine which of the model factors, i.e. parameter values and level of detail of subsystems, have significant impact on the performance measures. It is critical to estimate these parameters precisely. (Law, 1998)

Figure 8: Model validity as a function of modelling time (Law, 1998)
3.2.2.5 Model experimentation and optimization

The research problem at hand will be answered in the model experimentation phase. The best configuration of the different alternatives studied is selected according to the resulting performance measures. The structure of the analysis carried out depends on the type of system studied (Hoover & Perry, 1989). The simulation run design involves decisions about the length of each run, the length of a possible warm-up period, and the number of runs (Law, 1998).

3.2.2.6 Implementation of simulation results

According to Hoover & Perry (1989), the implementation of the simulation results can be difficult for many reasons:

- communication gap: the decision maker cannot understand the analyst
- the implementation comes too late
- resistance to change.

A simulation model is said to have credibility, when it is accepted as “correct” by the manager and other key project personnel. The credibility of a model can be enhanced by the involvement of the subject matter experts with the project. Regular interaction with the client also ensures that the model solves the right problems. (Law, 1998)

Kasanen, Lukka and Siitonen (1993) argue that managerial constructs are products competing in the market of solution ideas, and suggest market-based validation for new concepts. For validation of the constructs, they identify three levels of market tests:

**Weak market test:** Has any manager been willing to apply the construction?

**Semi-strong market test:** Has the construction become widely adopted by companies?

**Strong market test:** Has the use of the construction systematically led to better financial results?
3.2.3 Stochastic behaviour in simulation modelling

One of the strengths of discrete-event system simulation is the ability to include stochastic behaviour in the analysis. Simulating a probabilistic model involves generating the stochastic mechanisms of the model and then observing the resultant flow of the model over time (Ross, 2006). So, stochastic phenomena are present both in input modelling and output analysis.

3.2.3.1 Input Modelling

The randomness of real life systems stems from many sources: processing times, occurrence of a downtime, repair times, arrivals, and product yields are rarely deterministic. The way to model randomness depends on the availability of data. According to Law (1998), there are two principal ways to model stochastic behaviour when data is available. The data collected can be used to present an empirical distribution. The preferred method is to fit a theoretical distribution to the data.

Using historical data:

1. Sort the data in categories and build a histogram
2. Form a probability density function $F(t)$
3. Generate a random number $r$ from the uniform $[0,1]$ distribution
4. Use $r$ as the value of the probability density function of the event type, i.e. $F(t) = r$
5. Solve $t$ from the previous

The steps from 3 to 5 are called the inverse transfer method (Ross, 2006). It is used also in sampling from theoretical distributions. The problem in using empirical solutions is that the minimum and maximum times are defined by the sample. On the other hand, the empirical data may include irregularities.

According to Law (1998), there should be a physical or mathematical foundation for the distribution types included in the selection process. According to Banks et al. (2005), the collected data can also be used directly as input for the model. This is called the trace-driven
method. When a distribution is replaced by its mean, the behavior of the model may change dramatically (Law et al., 1994).

In modeling downtimes, catastrophic occurrences can be ignored. Downtimes should not, however, be modeled by adjusting task times. Such a deterministic adjustment would ignore local queue behaviour, which may also affect the overall performance of the system. (Banks et al., 2005)

3.2.3.2 Output analysis

Random variables

Discrete random variables can have, at most, a countable number of values (Law, 2006). The probability of a given value of $X$ is given by the probability mass function $p(x)$. The distribution function $F(x)$ is related to the probability mass function by:

$$F(x) = P(X \leq x) = \sum_{x_i \leq x} p(x_i), \text{ for all } x$$ (1)

If a random variable is continuous, it has a probability density function $f(x)$ associated with the probability of a given value of $X$ and a cumulative probability function $F(x)$. The relation of the PDF and CPF is given by:

$$F(x) = P(X \leq x) = \int_{-\infty}^{x} f(y)dy$$ (2)

The dispersion of the probability can be described by the variance $\sigma^2$ given by:

$$\sigma^2 = E\left[(X - \mu)^2\right] = E(X^2) - \mu^2$$ (3)

The square root of the variance is called the standard deviation.
Two random variables are said to be independent if the value of one does not say anything about the distribution of the other. The covariance of X and Y is given by:

$$Cov(X, Y) = E \left[ (X - E(X))(Y - E(Y)) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Covariance divided by the standard deviation of the variables gives a correlation. It can range from -1 to 1. Covariance is a measure of linear dependence. Independent variables have zero correlation, but zero correlation does not imply independence in general.

Estimation
A stochastic process is a collection of random variables ordered over time, which are all defined on a common sample space (Law, 2006).

Let $X_1, X_2, ..., X_n$ be independently, identically distributed (IID) random variables with population mean and variance $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$, respectively. The formulas for estimating these from sample data are:

$$\hat{\mu} = \overline{X}(n) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i}{n}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\hat{\sigma}^2 = S^2(n) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} [X_i - \overline{X}(n)]^2}{n - 1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Note that the latter formula requires IID conditions from the data to be used. Based on these formulas, a 100 (1-\(\alpha\)) percent confidence interval for $\mu$ can be constructed:
\[ \overline{X}(n) \pm t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2} \sqrt{\frac{S^2(n)}{n}} \]  

(7)

where the T-value is the upper 1-\(\alpha/2\) critical point with \(n-1\) degrees of freedom. The use of this formula requires independent data. The interpretation of the confidence interval is that the proportion of independent 100 (1-\(\alpha\)) percent confidence intervals containing the true value of \(\mu\) is (1-\(\alpha\)).

3.2.3.3 Simulation run design and analysis

The statistics gathered from one simulation run are generally not independent, e.g. the time in system for consecutive customers might be positively correlated. Therefore, the formulas for variance and confidence interval cannot be used directly. (Banks et al., 2005; Law, 2006)

A way to obtain conditions where the observations are identically and independently distributed, is the replication/deletion method. The method consists of replicating the simulation run with the following conditions:

- each replication reaches steady-state
- statistical counters are reset at the beginning of each replication
- different random numbers are used for each replication

At the beginning of a run, the behavior of the system (transient behavior) depends on the initial conditions. If the system is well defined, the system state approaches a distribution that is independent of the initial conditions, called steady state.

In estimating system performance, the effect of the initial conditions has to be eliminated, i.e., the data from the warm up period would not be collected. One method to determine the length of the warm-up period is Welch’s procedure. The method is based on the convergence of the moving average of a mean statistic calculated from several runs.
3.2.4 Limitations of simulation

3.2.4.1 Disadvantages of the technique

Because a stochastic model produces estimates of the true characteristics of the system, several observations for each set of input parameter values is needed. In order to be able to construct confidence intervals based on these observations, the observations have to be obtained from different runs. Simulation is therefore better suited for comparing a limited number of alternatives than optimizing a system. (Law, 2006)

Simulation models are often expensive and time-consuming to develop. Model building requires special training, and even when constructed by competent individuals, the models will hardly be the same. (Banks et al., 2005)

3.2.4.2 When not to simulate

Simulation is not a universal problem solving tool. Banks & Gibson (1997) list 10 rules to determine whether simulation is an appropriate tool for problem solving. Simulation is seen to be inappropriate when:

- the problem can be solved by using common sense analysis
- the problem can be solved analytically
- it is easier to perform experiments with the real system
- the cost of simulation exceeds possible savings
- there are no proper resources, i.e. people with OR or statistical expertise
- there is not enough time for the results to be useful
- there is no data
- the model cannot be verified or validated
- project expectations cannot be met
- the system cannot be defined.

The first three criteria can be found in the problem solving tool selection process by Stevenson (2007) presented in Figure 6 above.
3.2.4.3 How to fail in simulation projects

If simulation is chosen to be the tool to be used, there are still several ways to fail (Law, 2006):

- lack of well-defined set of objectives
- inappropriate level of model detail
- failure to communicate with management
- when using commercial software, failure to implement the modeling logic desired
- failure to account for sources of randomness
- use of arbitrary distributions
- assuming independence within a single run
- making single replications and treating output values as ‘true answers’.

According to Chung (2004), the need for a formal problem statement and project objectives cannot be overemphasized. As model validity is defined only within the context of problem formulation (Law, 1998), i.e. a model is built to find answers to specific questions, redefinition of objectives during the project might require building a new simulation model or even call for re-evaluation of alternative problem solving, as suggested by Stevenson (2007).

3.2.5 Recent applications of simulation in transport system analysis

Simulation has been widely used in transport system analysis. Applications range from elevator planning and airport baggage handling system design (Tervonen et al., 2008; Rijsenbrij & Ottjes, 2007) to evaluating segregation strategies of genetically manipulated grain (Coleno, 2008) and modeling of national freight systems (de Jong & Ben-Akiva, 2007). Godwin et al. (2008) have used simulation for tactical locomotive fleet sizing for freight trains. Simulation has also been used for assessing different regulatory methods in congested transport systems (Kidokoro, 2006).
Although simulation is often seen as an alternative to other tools of analysis, it can also be used in combination with them. The Canadian Pacific Railway has used an optimal block-sequencing algorithm, a heuristic algorithm for block design, simulation, and time-space network algorithms for planning locomotive use and distributing empty cars when changing their service concept (Ireland et al., 2004). Cheng and Duran (2004) report of a decision support system for managing transportation and inventory in a world-wide crude oil supply chain. The tool is based on a discrete-event simulation model and dynamic programming.
4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Time line of the study

The thesis consists of 6 different articles, originating mainly from separate research projects. The articles were completed between the years 1999 and 2008. Figure 9 shows the time line of the writing of the articles.

Figure 9: Time line of the study

When writing the first two articles, the author of this thesis worked in the TAI Research Centre at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT). Article I was not connected to any particular research project; it was based on ideas developed when completing individual research projects for the industry. The data used in the article came from separate project case studies. Each case presents a discrete event simulation analysis. All of them were completed with Automod (www.automod.com), a standard simulation software used at HUT at the time.

Also Article II was completed in the TAI Research Centre at the HUT. It originates from work done in a research project called Intertrade, which concentrated on finding logistics solutions for electronic grocery shopping. The main partners in the project were the S-Group, Norpe, Valio, Panimoliitto and Hansel. The 3-year Intertrade project began in 1999 and was a subproject of a larger e-commerce project funded partly by the Finnish Technology Agency Tekes. The simulations presented in the article were made using RoutePro (www.infor.com),
a commercial routing software. The digital maps of the Helsinki region were acquired from Genimap (www.genimap.com). Other data for the simulations was gathered from the participating companies.

Articles III and V are based on research projects completed in the Development Centre for Railway Logistics in Pieksämäki, between 2005 and 2007. The writing of Article III was completed in 2007. Article V was completed during the fall 2007 and spring 2008. The Development Centre was initiated by the opening of railway freight for competition in 2007, and was funded partly by the Regional Council of Etelä-Savo. The aim of the subproject which resulted in Article III was to evaluate a new service concept for timber transportation on rails. The evaluation was based on a discrete event simulation model, which was built during the project. The software used for the simulations was Quest (www.3ds.com), a standard simulation software package. The main project partner was Metsäteho, from which the data concerning timber transport was acquired. The data concerning the Finnish railway network was acquired from the Finnish Rail Administration. Other data resources included e.g. the Raili data base collected by VTT. For the subproject utilized in Article V, the main project partner was the Finnish Rail Administration, which provided most of the data concerning the investment alternatives to be evaluated directly. Estimates of future freight volumes were based on an earlier national forecast provided by the Rail Administration. The simulations were completed with a modified version of the Quest model used in Article 3. The modifications were made to comply with the assumptions of the national railway assessment framework.

Articles IV and VI are results of the Nora project of Lappeenranta University of Technology, completed in 2007. The object of the project was to study a new railcar model, which could be used in transporting e.g. raw materials to factories and products to customers, in order to reduce the total costs of transport. The 2-year project was partly funded by EU and Tekes. The main company partners in the project included John Nurminen Oy, RP-Hitsaus Oy, StoraEnso Wood Supply Europe and VR Cargo, which provided data for the simulation analysis. Also research reports from Metsäteho and publicly available information from the RZD website (www.rzd.ru) was used for input in the model. The model was built using Quest. The original simulation analyses reported in Article IV were completed in the latter
part of the year 2007. The writing process and additional analyses reported in Article VI were conducted during the first half of the year 2008.

4.2 Methodological approach of the study

According to March and Smith (1995), natural science tries to understand reality, whereas design science attempts to create things that serve human purposes. While natural science produces general theoretical knowledge, design scientists aim at producing effective artifacts serving human purposes. According to Järvinen (2001), design science consists of two basic activities: construction of artifacts and evaluation of the artifacts constructed. The evaluation is based on the utility provided by the artifacts. The present research, evaluating transportation systems on the basis of efficiency can be regarded as belonging the evaluation phase of design science.

A detailed categorization of the methodological approach of the papers is presented below by using the two-dimensional framework developed by Neilimo and Näsi (1980). The dimensions in this framework are theoretical-empirical and descriptive-normative. The original model includes four methodological approaches: conceptual, nomothetical, decision-oriented and action-oriented. Lukka (1991) has added constructive research methodology to the framework. The positioning of the different research methodologies and this research is presented in Figure 10.

![Figure 10: Classification of the research articles in the Neilimo&Näsi framework (1980)](image-url)
According to Vafidis (2007), the main difference between the two normative research approaches is that the decision-oriented approach is more interested in building a model that is expected to work, than solving a practical problem, while the constructive approach aims at demonstrating the practical usability of the constructed solution (Kasanen et al., 1993).

According to Kasanen et al. (1993), the constructive approach can be divided into the following six phases:

1. Finding a practically relevant problem
2. Obtaining a general and comprehensive understanding of the topic
3. Constructing a solution
4. Demonstrating that the solution works
5. Showing the theoretical connections and the research contribution of the solution concept
6. Examining the scope of applicability of the solution.

As the research presented in each of the papers aims at finding a solution for a specific problem the approach is normative.

Article I (PI) suggests simulation as a project product management tool. The aim is to contribute to the theory of project management by generalizing the findings of the cases presented. This manuscript can be described as employing a decision-oriented research approach.

The objective of Article II (PII) is to identify the cost structure of different home delivery concepts by means of simulation. The aim is to provide information for home delivery concept selection, and thus the research can be categorised as constructive.

Article III (P III) aims at evaluating one tentative service concept, which is specialised solely on timber transportation on rails. The service concept is evaluated in the specific context of the Finnish railway market. The purpose of the research is highly normative and focuses on a specified context, thus representing constructive research.
Articles IV (PIV) and VI (PVI) evaluate the possibility to increase the efficiency of rail transportation on the Finnish-Russian border. Paper VI extends the analysis by examining several networks and approximating the total capacity of the combined concept. Although the scale of the system is large, the research objective is to provide a solution for a particular case. In the discussion, an attempt to generalize the evaluation of combined transports in the form of general requirements for network geometry is made. However, the main contribution can be described as following the constructive research approach.

In Article V (PV), the objective is to estimate the role of freight transport impacts when conducting cost-benefit analyses in the railway context. The simulation analysis has been conducted in connection with one specific investment case, so there is a constructive component to the study. However, as the study also aims at generalizing the results to railway cost-benefit analysis (CBA) as a whole, elements of the decision-oriented approach can be found.

According to Yin (2003), the research question largely defines the research strategy. In all the articles, a quantitative research method, simulation is used, which provides an exact evaluation criterion for assessing different constructs proposed. Because of its complexity, simulation is sometimes referred to as the last resort when selecting problem solving tools (Law 2006; Stevenson 2007). Therefore, it is necessary to justify its use over other quantitative methods. However, according to Banks et al. (2005), the applications of simulation in transportation systems are vast (recent examples can be found e.g. in: Tervonen et al., 2008; Rijsenbrij & Ottjes, 2007; Coleno, 2008; de Jong & Ben-Akiva, 2007; Godwin et al. 2008; Kidokoro, 2006). Transportation systems are a typical example of complex real-world systems, which cannot be described accurately by analytic methods. Ujvari and Hilmola (2006) show in the Automated Guided Vehicle context explicitly that minor system details, which can be incorporated in to a simulation model but typically cannot be dealt with by other tools, can have a major impact on system performance. According to Ujvari and Hilmola (2006), such features include e.g. the control and loading logic applied, as well as the physical properties of the transportation system. A more detailed description of discrete-
event simulation as a method is presented in Chapter 3. Statistical methods have been applied in analysing the survey.
5 SUMMARY OF THE ORIGINAL PAPERS

5.1 Article I: Managing projects front-end: incorporating a strategic early view to project management with simulation

The objective of the paper is to highlight the importance of managing the end result or scope of a project in project management, instead of managing the project implementation process. The article suggests discrete event simulation as a tool for gaining new strategic insight into project management in terms of managing the functionality and operability of the project product.

5.1.1 Literature review

According to the literature review, project management is traditionally dedicated to the project implementation phase consisting of feasibility, engineering, manufacturing and commissioning phases. Managing the project concentrates on fulfilling the boundary conditions to deliver on time, in budget and to specification. It does not focus sufficiently on optimizing the potential benefits of project delivery, i.e. the project product.

However, defining and managing the final project product is essential in the actual operations phase. For example, reducing the effort in the design phase may reduce the cost of the project at the expense of an increase in the customer’s operations. Managing the end product’s life cycle costs, profitability and risks incorporates a strategic view into project management.

Simulation is widely applied e.g. in system engineering design. According to the article, simulation can be used in project management in analysing the project product.
5.1.2 Empirical study

The paper introduces four empirical cases to illustrate the use of discrete-event simulation in managing the project scope during project implementation, and to provide more detailed understanding of the practical application of the discrete event simulation approach.

The cases include a feasibility-phase investment planning situation of a confectionary manufacturer, an engineering and commissioning-phase materials handling system study for a new production facility of a beverage manufacturer, a feasibility and manufacturing phase study for a new logistics configuration at a paper mill, and a manufacturing phase study for a new logistics system development at a global electronics manufacturer.

In the case of the confectionary manufacturer, an unnecessary roller investment of 500 000 euros could be avoided because of the simulation study. In the case of the beverage manufacturer, the refined analysis of the materials handling system resulted in a decrease of 300 000 euros in the investment in comparison to the suggestion of the supplier. The results from the feasibility study of the new logistics configuration at the paper mill showed that the delivery target times could not be met with the current sheeting lot size. In the case of the electronics manufacturer, the new logistics configuration could be evaluated on the basis of the resulting inventory reductions.

5.1.3 Conclusion and contribution

The article discusses the management of a project product rather than the traditional focus on the implementation of the project. The article introduces discrete event simulation as a tool to support major decisions associated with early management of the project product content. The four case examples demonstrate that discrete event simulation can be applied throughout the project life cycle as a continuous management and decision making procedure. This way, a strategic view is adopted that enables considerations of the project product in its operation environment.
Modelling the technical and operational functionality of the final project deliverable in its production environment creates a dynamic test environment, where the functionality of the project deliverable can be analysed and managed iteratively throughout the project.

5.2 Article II: Identifying the success factors in e-grocery home delivery

At the turn of the millennium, grocery shopping with the Internet was seen as a growing business. One additional service included in a majority of the e-grocery shops was home delivery. The objective of the paper is to solve the last mile issue, i.e. to identify the cost structures of different home delivery operation concepts by means of simulation.

5.2.1 Literature review

According to the paper, one of the most significant obstacles for the growth of e-commerce is the lack of suitable logistical home delivery infrastructure. The home delivery service providers use several different service concepts and service levels, in terms of the delivery lead time and the length of the delivery time window.

The logistical services created for e-grocery have been developed by means of trial and error. Most of the e-grocery shops operate next to a traditional supermarket, where the picking is both costly and inefficient. The actual home delivery is usually an additional service provided by third party service providers. Instead of manned reception, some e-grocers deliver to a delivery box. Quantitative knowledge of the cost structure and efficiency of the different service concepts has been insufficient for development decisions.

5.2.2 Empirical study

The simulation model was made with RoutePro, a commercial routing software, which uses digital route maps. The characteristics of the model included a maximum number of orders and volume per route, maximum working time of a van and a route, the hourly cost of a van and driver, and loading and drop-off times. The size of test region used for simulations was 135 km², with approximately 202 000 inhabitants living in 89 000 households. The orders were developed on the basis of traditional point of sales data of a grocery retailing company.
Anonymous regular customer data included quantities, prices, shopping time and postal codes of the shopping baskets. For the simulation, only purchases over 25 € were included, leaving 1,639 orders inside the boundaries of the selected region.

The orders were modified to reflect four service concepts evaluated. The service concept affects the pickup and delivery time windows for each order to be routed. Furthermore, a scenario, where the shopping trips were made by own car was constructed.

According to the simulation results, e-grocery home delivery can be cheaper in comparison to the cost of a customer visiting a supermarket, given that the price for the time and vehicle usage required for the shopping trip is taken into account in the analysis. From the home delivery concepts evaluated, the concept applying next-day delivery with 1-hour delivery slots decided by the customer was twice as costly as the next-day deliveries using unmanned box reception. The cost level of the former concept was confirmed by a Finnish e-grocery shopkeeper.

Furthermore, simulation experiments combining manned and unmanned reception were conducted. The results show that the number of vehicles needed rises heavily already when the share of manned reception is 10 percent of the total.

5.2.3 Conclusion and contribution

Home delivery transportation service is one of the critical issues in the success of e-grocery business. However, quantitative knowledge of the cost structure and the efficiency of the different service concepts has been insufficient for development decisions. The article helps the e-grocer to position himself on a wanted service and cost level, when developing operating concepts for home delivery.

In the analyses, significant differences in the cost level of the different home delivery service concepts could be found. According to the simulations, applying the most inefficient concept implies an increase in the transport cost by 170 percent in comparison to the most efficient concept. In case of the most cost efficient service concept, unmanned box-delivery, e-grocery
home delivery could be as much as 43 percent cheaper than the current practice of visiting the store, which is seen as a strong argument favouring e-grocery business.

5.3 Article III: Evaluating the competitiveness of railways in timber transports with discrete-event simulation

The paper deals with the transportation cost of timber on rails. The objective of the paper is to evaluate one tentative service concept, which is specialised solely on timber transportation. The evaluation is based on estimating the cost by experimenting with a simulation model describing the operation of the system.

5.3.1 Literature review

Railway liberalisation in Europe, in terms of privatisation and deregulation, is at least one decade behind early adopters, such as the USA (1980) and Japan (1987). In Finland freight operations have operated under free competition from the beginning of 2007. Forest industry is accountable for approximately 60 percent of the freight on rails in Finland. As two thirds of this percentage is due to raw material transports, this is identified as one of the most potential product categories where competition might be realized.

5.3.2 Empirical study

The simulation study aims at evaluating a new business concept for the rail transportation of timber. The current practice of the national railway operator is based on a large network of hubs, where railcars are stored and combined. For a new entrant, the investments involved in the traditional concept are too high. The new concept to be evaluated is a so-called ‘unit train’, where the locomotive is always present, i.e. the cars are not detached at any time. On routes where electricity is not available, the engine runs on diesel power. Furthermore, the train is equipped with a timber loader, relaxing the requirement of having additional loading capacity at the loading station.

The simulation results presented in this paper have been prepared with Quest, a manufacturing-oriented simulation package. The simulation model of the rail network includes stations and connecting rails with length, intermediate speed and electrification. The station logic manages the traffic in the model. As the traffic does not run according to a
predefined schedule, if a train pass is not possible on the other end of the reserved track, further reservations are made to avoid collision.

In the beginning of each planning cycle, new timber loads to be picked up arrive at the loading stations. As the result of the route planning process, we get planned routes from the loading stations to the mills. The algorithm combines only loads with the same destination. The route-planning algorithm aims at maximising fully loaded travel.

The cost model includes energy cost, which depends on the energy source and load carried, labour cost, including working hour regulations, and extra charges for night-time and weekends. The capital cost of the locomotive and other equipment includes interest cost and maintenance. There are also tariffs for using the network.

In the case model, rail transport of timber to two mills is analyzed. The mills have a direct connection to the railway network. The supply of timber comes from 28 loading stations. The average distance of the loading stations to the mills is 290 km. Routes for new loads arriving at a pick-up station are planned on a weekly basis, resembling the current planning cycle of the Finnish forest industry. In the simulation, each load equals the capacity of half a train. The length of the simulation run is two weeks with total commissions of 28,000 m$^3$ of timber.

The system with two unit trains was able to complete the commissions with a service ratio of 100%, i.e. each route was completed during the same period it was planned. The utilisation of the trains was 80%. According to the annual survey of Finnish harvesting and long-distance transportation, the average rail transport distance in a domestic rail transportation sequence was 245 km with a transportation cost of 3.0 snt per cubic meter per km during the year 2005. The results of the simulated concept yield an equivalent transportation cost of 1.7 snt for the same distance. The costs are mainly due to the locomotive and energy costs. The time usage is divided almost evenly between driving empty, loading, driving loaded and unloading. In alternative scenarios, where the number of available commissions was reduced, achieving 60–70% usage ratios, the transportation cost rose by 6–11%, respectively.
According to Kariniemi (2006), direct road transport accounted for 80.1% of the timber transport to the mill in Finland in 2005, whereas the share of rail transport was 16.5% of timber volume. The average distance of a direct road transport was 105 km and the transportation cost 5.4 snt per cubic meter per km. The results of the simulated concept would yield a transportation cost of 2.5 snt per cubic meter per km for the same distance. Although the proposed concept thus seems a viable option also at these smaller distances, the competitiveness is dependent on the road distance to the nearest railway, as the supplying road leg needs to be included in the comparison.

5.3.3 Conclusion and contribution

Our research results regarding the feasibility of using the unit train concept in timber transportation suggests that it could be competitive in the Finnish long-distance transportation market of timber. At the current average train transport distance, the concept would cut the costs to 57% of the current levels.

If applied, the proposed concept would have positive environmental effects. If it gains market share against the current railway transport models for timber, double trips to loading stations would be reduced. If road transports are substituted, the environmental effects would be even more far reaching.

5.4 Article IV: Evaluating different railway wagon alternatives for timber transportation by discrete event simulation

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the use of two different wagon types for timber transport from Russia to Finland. In the base scenario, the wagons are used only for transporting timber, while in the alternative scenario the wagons are utilized in transporting containers to Russia. The evaluation is based on estimating the total cost and cost structure of the operations. For estimating the cost we have used a discrete event simulation model describing the operation of the system.

5.4.1 Literature review

Finland and Sweden are the two most important pulp producing countries in Europe. In 2005, Finnish wood gathering recorded 52.1 million m$^3$. The same year the total amount of
wood imported to Finland was 21.5 million m$^3$. Around 79 percent of the wood imported to Finland is transported from Russia, and 59 percent of Russian wood is transported on rails. Until now, Russian timber has had a cost advantage in comparison to Finnish raw material. Russia has announced a schedule to increase tariffs for timber exports. As a consequence, the exporters of Russian timber need to examine and fine-tune their cost structure of timber procurement.

A disparity between the modes of transportation between Russia and Finland exists. Especially rail transports have idle capacity in the eastbound direction. On the other hand, there is an eastbound transit flow on the roads, which is due to the insufficient capacity of the Russian ports to handle the ever increasing demand for imports, as Finnish ports are used for unloading the cargo.

### 5.4.2 Empirical study

The simulation study aims at examining the transportation cost of forest industry raw material with two different types of railway wagons (14 and 19 meters by length). For the simulations, Quest, a manufacturing oriented simulation package has been used. The simulation model of the rail network includes stations and connecting rails with length and intermediate speed. Each connection between two locations in the network is modeled separately, i.e. the model does not resemble the actual rail network structure in physical terms.

In the case model, rail transport of timber to two mills located in Eastern Finland is analyzed. The supply of timber comes from 4 terminals located in Russia. The average distance of the terminal to the mills is 458 km. There is a train leaving from each terminal to both mills each day. The amount to be transported has an annual pattern, where the quantity of each month is different. The trains travel to the destination mill, where they are unloaded. Empty wagons are returned to the terminal where they were originally located. The alternative scenario combines container traffic with wood transportation. In this scenario the wagons are, after unloading at the mill, directed to a container terminal located in Kouvola, Finland. In Kouvola the wagons are loaded with containers, which are transported to St. Petersburg.
From St. Petersburg, the empty wagons are returned to the terminal where they were originally located, as in the first scenario.

The transportation cost in the model consists of two components, cost of the wagons and traction cost. The cost of the wagons includes interest cost and maintenance, while the traction cost charged by the operator is assumed to depend on the gross ton kilometers to be transported.

As the 14 meter wagon has a better timber - dead weight ratio, the traction cost is lower. As it also has a lower capital cost, the 14 meter wagon is the more efficient and economic choice of the two wagons in the base scenario. However, in the combined scenario, the 19 meter wagon becomes more attractive, because of the larger TEU capacity of the 19 meter wagons, 3 TEU instead of 2 per wagon, as the price charged for transporting a TEU will increase.

5.4.3 Conclusion and contribution

Our research results regarding the feasibility of combining wood industry raw material transport with container transportation suggests that it could be economically sound and increase the efficiency of rail transport in terms of wagon turn and full loaded ratio.

Our finding that the combined system would reduce transportation cost is remarkable, because of the potential transportation volumes involved. If applied, the proposed concept would have positive environmental effects. As the current use of railways as a mode of transportation of Finnish exports to Russia is negligible, mainly road transport would be substituted.

5.5 Article V: The role of freight transport in railway network investment evaluation

The objective of this paper is to estimate the role of freight transport impacts, when conducting cost-benefit analyses in the railway context. The analysis is carried out as a part of the total cost-benefit analysis of an investment case. For estimating the freight transport impacts, we use a discrete event simulation model describing the operation of the system. We evaluate altogether four different investment alternatives for one specific route, and
complete sensitivity analysis regarding the freight benefit realization percentage. The initial research problem in this work is including freight benefits in the railway network investment evaluations, and how they affect the results. Specific research questions were following: ‘How could discrete event simulation be used in investment evaluation build-up?’, and ‘What is the possible effect of freight transport on the cost-benefit analysis?’

5.5.1 Literature review

The decision making process involves identification of the objectives and decision alternatives of the decision maker. To make a rational choice, the decision-maker needs to have a statement of his objectives formulated in a way specific enough to allow it to be used as the basis of analysis. In the case of a public agency as the decision maker, the objective is to serve the public interest (Sugden & Williams, 1978). Two widely used frameworks are cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and multicriteria analysis (MCA). CBA is based on the welfare theory – the objective is to evaluate the welfare benefits of the project alternatives for the society. In Europe considerable differences exist at the national level as to what impacts are included and which approaches are used in the appraisal framework exist. The benefits found in CBA analyses seem to be dominated by passenger travel impacts. According to the results of a review about 146 CBA road projects in Sweden, travel time reductions and improved safety accounted for 90 percent of the total benefits, whereas only 1.3 percent of the benefit was due to decreased cost of freight transport. In Finland freight transportation impacts have been excluded from project appraisal for railway investments until now.

5.5.2 Empirical study

The aim of the simulation study is to examine the role of freight transport in a given railway network investment cost-benefit analysis. The constructed simulation model is used for valuating the annual freight transport cost of the system. Changes in freight transport cost are assumed to affect operator surplus, which results in different values for the CBA cost-benefit ratio. Scenarios are constructed for five investment alternatives.
The track under study is mainly single track and it is 334 kilometres long. It runs between Seinäjoki and Oulu, serving as the western key route between northern and southern Finland. The track is used daily by 30 freight trains and 32 person traffic trains.

The model assumptions were specified in a project group consisting of subject matter experts from the Finnish Rail Administration (RHK) and the actual simulation model builders. RHK is responsible for planning, construction, maintenance and traffic control on the Finnish rail network.

The evaluation period of Finnish railway investments is 30 years. Future freight traffic timetables have been constructed by modifying the weekly timetable of the year 2004. The future freight volume has been assumed to equal the national rail freight forecast, which was available for the year 2025. The cost model for freight transportation includes energy cost, which depends on the energy source and the load carried. Wages have been calculated including extra charges for night time and weekends. The cost of the locomotive and other equipment includes interest cost and maintenance. The total freight cost of each alternative has been calculated based on the output of a simulation run of one year and unit price of each cost component.

The model presenting the current base case network has been modified to represent four predefined investment alternatives by modifying the number of stations, and connecting rails with respective attribute values.

The operating cost in the basic scenario is 53.5 million Euros per annum. The cost decrease in the alternative which concentrates on benefits in passenger traffic, is smaller than that experienced in other investment alternatives. The results of the freight transport analysis are included in the overall cost-benefit analysis of the track investment. Reductions in freight transport cost are assumed to increase operator surplus, which results in higher values for the CBA cost-benefit ratio. The overall CBA of the track investment can be found in Rinta-Piirto and Pesonen (2006).
The relative rank of the investment alternatives is affected by the inclusion of the impacts of goods transport. Furthermore, the net benefit of each investment alternative is positively affected by the inclusion; up to one third of the net benefits are due to decreased goods transport costs. Theoretically, every investment having a cost-benefit ratio above 1.0 is socially beneficial. As an effect of the inclusion all four investment alternatives rise above the critical 1.5 cost-benefit ratio value stated by the Ministry of Transport and Communications (2004).

5.5.3 Conclusion and contribution

According to the findings of our study, freight transport should be included in the analysis when appraising railway network investments. The argument is twofold. Firstly, among the evaluated investment alternatives, freight transport counted for up to 33 percent of the net benefits, i.e. a 50 percent increase in net benefits was experienced. This amount might be pivotal when determining the profitability of an investment. Furthermore, the relative rank of two profitable investment alternatives might change, depending on whether the effects on freight transport are analysed or not.

If the effects of railway network investments on rail freight traffic surplus are excluded from cost-benefit analyses, a systematic bias is formed. This bias leads to socio-economically inefficient investments favouring passenger traffic. In the presented case, exclusion of freight traffic from the framework led to undermining the social desirability of all investment alternatives. If this applies to the majority of railway investments, the effect will be too few realized railway investments which counteracts the EU transport policy of improving Europe’s railways as a safe and clean mode of transport.

5.6 Article VI: Enhancing the efficiency of railways by multi-use of wagons

The objective of this paper is to elaborate the ideas of paper IV. The possibility to improve the efficiency of railway freight on Finnish-Russian border by multi-use of wagons is evaluated in several networks. An estimate of the total container carrying capacity for the system with the possibility to use idle wagons is given. As earlier, the evaluation is based on a discrete event simulation model. As specific research questions we have: (1) ‘Could the efficiency of railway transport on the Finnish-Russian border be enhanced by multi-use of
‘Which wagon type is optimal for combined transports’, (3) ‘Do network characteristics affect the optimal wagon choice’ and finally (4) ‘What is the potential of the suggested concept to moving road transit to rails’.

5.6.1 Literature review

The research environment of this study is the same as for Article IV which is presented in Section 5.4.1.

5.6.2 Empirical study

The simulation model of the timber rail transportation network built for Article IV is used also in this study. The analysis is extended to cover several networks, i.e. the containers are transported either to St. Petersburg, Moscow or Yekaterinburg. With this generalization, we are able to evaluate the applicability of combining westbound timber transportation flows with eastbound container transportation flows more widely. Furthermore, the value for the traction cost used in the model is updated based on international statistics.

The generalization does not affect the basic finding that the 14 meter wagon is the more efficient and economic choice of the two wagons in the base scenario. However, the cost-efficiency of the 19-metre wagon is improved by longer container transportation legs. Because of this, the break even price for combining container flows with timber transportation flows is lower for the 19-metre system in case of Moscow and Yekaterinburg.

The container carrying capacity estimate for the case network is calculated including capacity achieved by employing wagons that are idle due to the seasonality in wood transport. The generalization of the container capacity estimate to the total rail import volume finds support in the fact that the vast majority wood is imported using the same border crossing points as in the case network.

5.6.3 Conclusion and contribution

The research results suggest that efficiency improvement in railway transportation can be achieved by combining container transportation flows with timber transportation more widely than presented in article IV.
The main determinants of the optimal wagon system are: (1) the market price of container transport and (2) traction charge of the railway operator. However, the optimal wagon choice depends also on network characteristics. From capacity perspective, current eastbound transit container flow could be transported totally using railways.
6 VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS THROUGH AN INTERNATIONAL SURVEY FOR RAILWAY FREIGHT OPERATORS

In the articles, different aspect determining the efficiency of transportation systems have been investigated by simulation. The interest in surveying the current status of the planning operations of railway operators is threefold. In comparison to road transport railways produce less green house gas emissions and thus offer a more environmentally friendly transportation alternative. Secondly, competition in rail freight has been opened in Europe and Finland recently. Due to this liberalization, railway freight in Europe will probably undergo similar evolution as experienced earlier in road and air transportation. In air transport, the evolution has resulted in a wider service portfolio, initiated new kinds of operators specializing in different kinds of services (e.g. low cost operators), and changes in the networks used for carrying out the services (from point-to-point connections to hub-and-spoke networks). In the United States, where railway competition and liberalization started already in the early 1980’s, this evolution has led to improvements in the efficiency of railway carriers. Thirdly, the majority of the research articles included in the thesis are connected to railway transportation. Support for the relevance of research concentrating on the efficiency of transportation has been sought for by conducting an international survey for railway freight operators. Furthermore, the current penetration of the method used in the dissertation, simulation, is investigated.

The survey was conducted during spring and summer 2008. The survey included European Union countries across the Baltic Sea region, as well as Hungary. As pioneering countries in opening railway competition also the United Kingdom and the United States were included in the study. The target countries in the survey were: Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Identification of the target companies was country-specific. For some countries, lists of companies with a license for railway freight were provided in the Internet by the authorities.
In the case of other countries, the companies were identified on the basis of previous research or through the membership of railroad associations. The survey was performed by sending an email to each of the identified companies. The email included a link to a webpage, where the actual survey form could be filled in. The email was sent to 252 companies, with two reminders. Primary target persons were people responsible for transportation planning and customer contacts.

The English version of the survey can be found in Appendix 1.

The survey was conducted in order to explore the current status of using simulation as a decision making tool in the railway context. The results were used for triangulation purposes to verify the relevance of using simulation in transportation system analysis and the specific research questions of the articles.

From the 252 companies surveyed, 15 answers were received. There were national differences in the tendency to respond to the survey. Four answers each were received from Germany and Sweden. From the United States and Hungary, 3 answers were received. One answer was also received from Poland. The quality of the answers was fairly good, e.g. 13 of the total fifteen respondents indentified the used planning methods.

The answers were analysed with Statistix 8.1.

6.1 Background data

Figures 11, 12 and 13 present the histograms of the number of employees, wagons and locomotives of the companies.
Figure 11: Histogram of the employees

Figure 12: Histogram of the wagons

Figure 13: Histogram of the locomotives
Based on the histograms, the distribution of the size of the companies is right-skewed, two companies seem to be larger than the rest. This skewness and the small number of responses limits the statistical tests available.

6.2 Services supplied, outsourcing and collaboration

Figures 14, 15 and 16 present the services supplied, activities outsourced, and possible collaboration of the operators.

![Figure 14: Services supplied by the operators]
Figure 15: Outsourced activities

Figure 16: Collaboration with other operators

According to the answers, the operators provide transportation services both for their own company, but even more often to other customers. Transports are operated both on the basis of timetables and specific orders. The majority of companies do not rent out locomotives or wagons. Collaboration between the operators seems to be the norm.
On the basis of the outsourced activities, management and operations planning can be seen as core functions of the operators. Only one of the respondents outsourced both activities.

6.3 Planning and development tools

When identifying the planning and development methods in the survey, the categorization was the same as the one used by Seppälä (1995). Table 4 presents the development methods indicated by the operators, while in Table 5 the answers are gathered in a cross table format. The answers to the planning methods were almost identical, with two exceptions: Operator3 responded that he uses spreadsheet modelling and left the question of simulation unanswered. Because the answers were quite similar, the answers concerning the development methods are reported here. The choice is based on the greater total number of answers. Figure 17 presents the total number of companies using the different techniques for development purposes. Figure 18 contains descriptive statistics of the companies. The division into two groups has been made based on the use of simulation. According to the descriptive statistics, simulation is used by bigger operators.

Table 4: Use of different development methods (n=14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Linear Programming</th>
<th>Heuristics</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Other (manual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17: Development tools used

Table 5: Cross table of the use of different development methods (n=12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Linear Programming</th>
<th>Heuristics</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear programming</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18: Descriptive statistics of the companies, based on the use of simulation
The actual statistical test is presented in Figure 19. The applied statistical test is called the Mann-Whitney or the Wilcoxon rank sum test. It is used for testing if two samples come from different populations. The test is based on ordering the two samples into a single ordered sample and assigning ranks for each observation. The test statistics is based on the sum of ranks of one of the samples (Conover, 1999). The assumptions of the test are:

- both samples are random samples from their respective populations
- in addition to independence within each sample, there is mutual independence between the two samples
- the measurement scale is at least ordinal.
### Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for emp by dev_sim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dev_sim</th>
<th>Rank Sum</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>U Stat</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>38.000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exact Permutation Test Two-tailed P-value** 0.1495

**Normal Approximation with Corrections for Continuity and Ties** 2.293

Two-tailed P-value for Normal Approximation 0.0219

Total number of values that were tied 0
Maximum difference allowed between ties 0.00001

Cases Included 12 Missing Cases 1

### Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for loc by dev_sim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dev_sim</th>
<th>Rank Sum</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>U Stat</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.000</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exact Permutation Test Two-tailed P-value** 0.1111

**Normal Approximation with Corrections for Continuity and Ties** 2.463

Two-tailed P-value for Normal Approximation 0.0138

Total number of values that were tied 0
Maximum difference allowed between ties 0.00001

Cases Included 12 Missing Cases 1

### Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for wag by dev_sim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dev_sim</th>
<th>Rank Sum</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>U Stat</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.000</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exact Permutation Test Two-tailed P-value** 0.1111

**Normal Approximation with Corrections for Continuity and Ties** 2.463

Two-tailed P-value for Normal Approximation 0.0138

Total number of values that were tied 0
Maximum difference allowed between ties 0.00001

Cases Included 12 Missing Cases 1

---

**Figure 19:** Output of the Wilcoxon rank sum test based on the use of simulation
The operators tend to use the same tools for both planning and development purposes. According to the answers, the most common planning and development tool is spreadsheet modelling. However, companies applying other, more sophisticated techniques (linear programming, heuristics and simulation) seem to use several techniques rather than apply just one of them (see Table 5). Furthermore, companies having more employees and a larger fleet seem to have the tendency to apply sophisticated techniques.

6.4 Outlook and goals of planning and development

Figures 20 to 22 present the views of the respondents on the future development of railway freight and possible threats concerning it, as well as the goals of planning and development operations.

Figure 20: Share of rail freight
The majority of the respondents forecast that the share of railway freight in comparison to other modes of transportation will increase in the future. The operators see fuel cost and availability of resources as their biggest threats, while other modes of transportation and requirements concerning lead time and unit size are seen as threats by a minority of the
respondents. The goals of the planning and development process are manifold. The most common goals identified were overall investment efficiency, time savings, fuel efficiency and improvements in service level.

6.5 Conclusion of the survey: relevance of the study

According to the survey, most railway freight operators use their own fleet to provide transportation services for their customers. In this respect the fact that operators choose not to outsource management and operations planning is very logical. Operations planning can be seen as a core function of a railway freight operator.

According to the survey results, the most common planning and development tool is spreadsheet modelling. Companies applying other, more sophisticated techniques such as linear programming, heuristics and simulation, seem to use several techniques rather than apply just one of them. Among other sophisticated techniques, simulation is used more commonly in companies with large scale operations. This finding is logical, as the possible benefits of employing more detailed techniques are more likely to outweigh the extra cost incurred in the case of larger networks.

Because of the small number of respondents, differences in the development goals of the companies using different analysis techniques could not be found. However, the most common goals were related to finding improvements in overall investment efficiency and fuel efficiency, as well as improving the service level and finding time savings.

It can be concluded that operations planning can be regarded as a core function of a railway freight operator. Larger operators use simulation in their operations planning and development. Furthermore, the most common goals of planning and development are related to finding improvements in efficiency and the service level. Thus, research concentrating on enhancing the efficiency of transportation can be argued to have practical relevance. Furthermore, simulation as a method has already passed the weak market test (Kasanen et al., 1993), as it is applied by some operators.
7 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

Because the articles originate from different contexts, the managerial implications of the findings involve several decision makers in a large variety of decision making contexts. Table 6 summarises the main managerial implications in the articles. As a summary of the findings of the specific research questions we argue that service specificity of investments can be a major factor affecting the efficiency of goods transportation systems. In all cases studied efficiency improvements exceeding 10 percent could be found

Table 6: Managerial implications from the articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Simulation should be used as a tool for managing the functionality and operability of the project product throughout the project life time. The analysed cases include avoiding an unnecessary investment of 500 000 Euros, a 10 percent reduction of utilization of a material handling system by a layout decision, indentifying means to improve delivery lead time of paper by 20 percent, and inventory reductions exceeding 10 percent in electronics manufacturing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PII</td>
<td>The cost of grocery home delivery can be lower than the cost of visiting a supermarket. Even if the time used for visiting the store is not taken into account in the analysis, home delivery of groceries can be up to 43 percent more cost efficient than visiting the store. The most inefficient concept implies an increase in the transport cost by 170 percent in comparison to the most efficient concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIII</td>
<td>The unit train concept in timber transportation could cut costs to 57% at the current average train transport distance. Positive environmental effects can be gained through substitution of road transport and avoiding double trips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIV</td>
<td>Optimal wagon system choice in timber and container transportation depends on traction charge and market price of TEU-transport. By combining transports, a 16 percent reduction in fleet can be reached. In dedicated timber transportation the 14 meter wagon is the more efficient. When combining container transports with</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
timber transports, the 19 meter wagon becomes more attractive, as the price charged for transporting a TEU increases. Positive environmental effects can be gained through substitution of current container transport by road.

PV

The effects of railway network investments on rail freight traffic surplus should be included in cost-benefit analysis to avoid a systematic bias. In the analyzed case, the cost-benefit ratio for one of the investment alternatives increased by 50 percent by including freight traffic effects in the analysis. This bias might lead to socio-economically inefficient investments favouring passenger traffic, as well as too few realized railway investments, which counteracts EU transport policy to improve Europe’s railways as a safe and clean mode of transport.

PVI

The efficiency of railway transport on the Finnish-Russian border could be enhanced by multi-use of wagons. Longer container transport legs favour the 19 metre wagon. Capacity-wise all road transit of containers could be moved to rails, approximately 350 000 TEUs could be transported using by rail per annum.

According to the first article project management concentrates on fulfilling the boundary conditions to deliver on time, in budget and to specification. It does not focus sufficiently on optimizing the potential benefits of project delivery, i.e. the project product. The objective of the paper is to highlight the importance of managing the end result or scope of a project in project management, instead of managing the project implementation process. The article suggests discrete event simulation as a tool for gaining new strategic insight into project management in terms of managing the functionality and operability of the project product. In addition to the four cases included in the first article, the following five articles present an example each of using simulation especially in transportation system analysis.

The home delivery concept is a key factor determining the cost structure and efficiency of the different service concepts in e-grocery business. Of the evaluated home delivery concepts, the concept applying next day delivery with 1-hour delivery slots decided by the customer was twice as costly as next day deliveries using unmanned box reception. According to the simulation results, e-grocery home delivery can be cheaper when compared to the cost of the household customer visiting a supermarket, given that the price for the time and vehicle use required for the shopping trip is taken into account in the analysis.
Furthermore, simulation experiments combining manned and unmanned reception were conducted. The results show that the number of needed vehicles rises heavily already when the share of manned reception is 10 percent of the total.

Although e-grocery business has not gained market share as expected at the turn of the century, the results still have practical relevance as new e-grocers have emerged during the last years, at least in Sweden. The second e-grocery wave might have been initiated by the increased penetration of high speed Internet connections and fluctuating fuel prices.

In the third paper one tentative service concept specialised solely on timber transportation on rails is evaluated. In Finland freight operations have been operating under free competition from the beginning of 2007. Forest industry is accountable for approximately 60 percent of the freight on rails in Finland. As two thirds of this percentage is due to raw material transports, this is identified as one of the most potential product categories where competition might be realized. While the current practice is based on a large network of rail cars, in the new concept the cars are not detached at any time from the locomotive. Furthermore, the train is equipped with a timber loader, relaxing the requirement of having additional loading capacity at the loading station. The research results regarding the feasibility of using the unit train concept in timber transportation suggests that it could be competitive in the Finnish long-distance timber transportation market. At the current average train transport distance, the concept would cut the costs to 57% of the current levels. If applied, the proposed concept would have positive environmental effects. If it gains market share against the current railway transport models for timber, double trips to loading stations will be reduced. If road transports are substituted, the environmental effects will be even more far reaching.

In the fourth paper two different wagon types for timber transport from Russia to Finland are evaluated. In the base scenario, the wagons are used only for transporting timber, while in the alternative scenario the wagons are utilized in transporting containers to Russia. The research results regarding the feasibility of combining wood industry raw material transport
with container transportation suggests that it could be economically sound and increase the efficiency of rail transports in terms of wagon turn and full loaded ratio. The finding that the combined system would reduce transportation costs is remarkable, because of the potential transportation volumes involved. If applied, the proposed concept would have positive environmental effects. As the current use of railway as the mode of transportation of Finnish exports to Russia is negligible, mainly road transports would be substituted.

The objective of the fifth paper was to estimate the impact of freight transport, when conducting cost-benefit analysis in the railway context. In Finland the impacts of freight transportation have been excluded from project appraisal for railway investments. Based on the findings of our study, we argue that freight transport should be included in the analysis when appraising railway network investments. The argument is twofold. Firstly, among the evaluated investment alternatives, freight transport counted for up to 33 percent of the net benefits, i.e. a 50 percent increase in net benefits was experienced. This amount might be pivotal, when determining the profitability of an investment. Furthermore, the relative rank of two profitable investment alternatives might change, depending on whether the effects on freight transport are analysed or not.

If the effects of railway network investments on rail freight traffic surplus are excluded from cost-benefit analyses, a systematic bias is formed. This bias would lead to socio-economically inefficient investments favouring passenger traffic. In the presented case, exclusion of freight traffic from the framework led to undermining the social desirability of all investment alternatives. If this applies to the majority of railway investments, the effect will be too few railway investments realized, which counteracts EU transport policy of improving Europe’s railways as a safe and clean mode of transport.

In paper six, the ideas of paper four are elaborated. Based on the results, the optimal wagon system choice depends on the market price of container transport, traction charge of the railway operator, and also on the characteristics of the network. To be prepared for sudden changes in the cost structure, it would be safer to implement a system using 14-metre wagons, which are always the preferred option, if the combined transportation concept needs to be abandoned. On the other hand, if the better container carrying capacity of the 19-metre
wagon system can be fully realised, higher container transport prices favour its use. Furthermore, the cost-efficiency of the 19-metre wagon is improved by longer container transports, as it has a better TEU-dead weight ratio.

From the capacity perspective, the current eastbound transit container flow could be transported totally on railways - which would support the European Union policy of shifting road transport to rails.
8 CONCLUSIONS

In recent years we have experienced an increase in the environmental awareness of the public and companies. At the same time, we have faced more volatile fuel prices and harder competition through globalization. This overall development increases the importance of efficient transportation systems.

Based on an international rail freight survey, it can be concluded that operations planning and development are core functions of railway freight operators. Bigger operators use simulation in their operations planning and development. Furthermore, the most common goals of planning and development are related to finding improvements in efficiency and the service level. Thus, research concentrating on enhancing the efficiency of transportation can be argued to have practical relevance – at least in the context of railways. Furthermore, the method used, simulation, has already passed the market test as it is applied by some operators.

As a summary of the findings of the specific research questions, it can be argued that service specificity of investments can be a major factor affecting the efficiency of goods transportation systems. In all the studied cases, efficiency improvements exceeding 10 percent could be found. In the home-delivery case, the investment required for efficiency improvement is the home delivery box relaxing delivery time requirements. In domestic timber procurement, the efficiency improvement is based on a dual-powered unit train equipped with a timber loader to avoid additional trips and locomotives. In combining timber transportation flows with the container flows currently served by road, the investment required is a specific rail wagon. In examining the structure of the cost-benefit analysis it was demonstrated that omitting one service provided by the system (i.e. freight transport) from the framework, the decision making might lead to inefficient investments. Furthermore, the findings demonstrate that simulation is a viable tool for evaluating a large variety of aspects of transportation systems: both on the operational level as well as in infrastructure investments. In the papers, simulation was used in analyzing customer deliveries as well as raw material transports. The
analyses included evaluation of combining current flows and new business concepts in home delivery and timber transportation. In addition to examining the functionality of the specific systems, conclusions of a more aggregate level could be drawn: the environmental effects of the proposed concepts of combining flows and timber procurement by unit trains could be substantial. Also the finding that freight transport should be included in rail cost-benefit analyses should increase the efficiency of decision making in infrastructure investments.

As stated above, all the cases included efficiency improvements exceeding 10 percent. For example in distribution, the home delivery of groceries can be up to 43 percent more cost efficient than the current practice of visiting the store. A majority of the cases concentrated on railway freight. However, it must be stated that transportation sequences using rails typically involve road transport legs as well. Furthermore, some of the cases involved a combination of flows currently served by rail and road. Thus, the implications of the thesis are by no means limited to the context of rail freight. In timber transportation, the item with the largest annual transport volume in domestic railway freight in Finland, transportation cost, could be reduced to 57% of the current level. Also in international timber procurement, the utilization of the railway wagons could be improved by 16 percent by combining complementary flows. The efficiency improvements also involve positive environmental effects; e.g. the road transit of 350 000 TEUs could be moved to rails annually. If the impacts of freight transport are included in the cost-benefit analysis of railway investments, an up to 50 % increase in the net benefits of the evaluated alternatives can be experienced, avoiding a possible inbuilt bias in the assessment framework and thus increasing the efficiency of national investments in the transportation infrastructure.

Although e-grocery business has not gained a market share as expected at the turn of the century, the results still have practical relevance as new e-grocers have emerged during the last years, at least in Sweden. The second e-grocery wave might have been initiated by the increased penetration of high speed internet connections and volatile fuel prices.

The efficiency of the transportation systems affects the profitability of the manufacturing networks they support. However, the efficiency of the transportation systems is not only dependent of the services provided but also of the infrastructure enabling the services. If the
effects of railway network investments on rail freight traffic surplus are excluded from cost-benefit analyses, a systematic bias is formed. This bias will lead to socio-economically inefficient investments favouring passenger traffic on rails and road investments. This in turn counteracts the EU transport policy of improving Europe’s railways as a safe and clean mode of transport.

8.1 Limitations of the study

Each one of the simulation studies concerned a specific case. As the problem owners in the cases have been willing to apply the proposed concepts, the cases have passed the weak market test (Kasanen et al., 1993). Furthermore, in each case, technical validation and verification procedures were adopted. However, when making an assumption that the findings are relevant in a broader context – as in addressing the overall research problem, the problem of induction rises.

We live in a turbulent environment, where foresight with a perspective of several decades is hard to acquire. This problem is relevant especially in the context of railway investments. For example, the typical technical life time of a rail wagon in Russia is 32 years, and in practice wagons can be used even longer. In the analyses, this uncertainty was taken into account identifying the optimal wagon for the base case, were flows are not combined, for one reason or another. In the CBA-evaluation, the uncertainty was taken into account conducting sensitivity analyses. The downside of making service specific investments is the usability of the dedicated equipment in a chancing environment.

The reliability of the survey is limited because of the low response rate. Because of the low number of answers, only a few statistical tests were available. Although the dependence of the use of simulation with the size of the company seems clear, the independence cannot be abandoned at p-level of 5%. Furthermore, because of the small number of responses no comparisons between countries could be made.
8.2 Further research

In this dissertation simulation was applied merely to evaluate constructs proposed for improving the efficiency of transportation systems. Thus, the research can be regarded as belonging the evaluation phase of design science (Järvinen, 2001). Although simulation as a method does not include any solution search algorithm (Law, 1998) it can be argued that completing a simulation study increases the understanding of the project team on the functionality of the system examined, and thereby can be also used as a vehicle improving the constructs or artifacts proposed. Law (2006) states that even gathering system information to one place is often valuable in its own right. The dynamic role of simulation as a tool for improving the initial systems could be measured on the basis of the recursive improvements found after the first configurations have been evaluated. This topic, however, is left for future studies.

In Article I we suggested that simulation should be used as a tool for managing the functionality and operability of the project product. In the following articles, we followed that practice in the transportation system context. According to Banks et al. (2005), the applications of simulation in transportation systems are vast. Transportation networks with dynamic behaviour are a typical example of complex real-world systems, which cannot be described accurately by a mathematical model that can be evaluated analytically. Furthermore, the functionality of a transportation system is highly dependent on the applied control scheme; a feature which can be incorporated into a simulation model. However, according to the survey, in the railway context simulation is applied only by bigger operators. Although this might be partly due to the fact that the smallest companies can arrive at near optimal solutions with simpler techniques, to enhance the efficiency of railway freight, it would be beneficial to decrease the cost of simulation modeling. Moreover, the efficiency of concepts evaluated in articles III, IV and VI are not highly dependent on the scale of the operations. The reduction in the cost of simulation might be achieved e.g. by constructing specific, literature review-based guidelines for building simulation models of transportation systems, or government-led efforts to ensure the availability of simulation expertise.
Simulation services could be used also in road transport to enhance efficiency. This is even more important, because the majority freight transport is completed on roads. Furthermore, the size of a typical road transport company is small. To investigate the current status of the use of different techniques, a similar survey could be conducted in the road context. To get a broader view on the planning operations, also customers, such as breweries, wholesalers and e.g. forest industry companies should be included in the sample.

Article II investigated the cost level and structure of different home delivery concepts. As the current demographics in the Nordic countries lead to a situation were an increasing part of the population consists of elderly people living on their own and served by the community, the efficient management of grocery home delivery is of great public interest. With the same methodology, also other services can be analysed.

The research in article V on the role of freight transport in railway cost-benefit analysis was based solely on one case. The analysis showed a potential bias included in the current method. However, we would like to expand the analysis to cover more cases to see if the bias systematically reduces the fulfilment of the investment criteria. Furthermore, we would like to use the methodology in a large scale freight transport railway environment – currently the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have high volumes of transit freight on rails (e.g. Ojala et al. 2005), but relatively low amount of passenger transport. It would be interesting to complete CBA evaluation of one of these east-west routes.

In articles IV and VI combining the flows on the Finnish-Russian border was seen as a way to increase the efficiency of transport. A similar structure of trade flows can be found on the Russian-Chinese border. Also China imports a large quantity of Russian wood by rail. This offers an interesting topic for further study.
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